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Abstract: A flying base station based on an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) uses its mobility
to extend its connectivity coverage and improve its communication channel quality to achieve a
greater communication rate and latency performances. While UAV flying base stations have been
used in emergency events in 5G networking (sporadic and temporary), their use will significantly
increase in 6G networking, as 6G expects reliable connectivity even in rural regions and requires high-
performance communication channels and line-of-sight channels for millimeter wave (mmWave)
communications. Securing the integrity and availability of the base station operations is critical
because of the users’ increasing reliance on the connectivity provided by the base stations, e.g., the
mobile user loses connectivity if the base station operation gets disrupted. This paper identifies
the security issues and research gaps of flying base stations, focusing on their unique properties,
while building on the existing research in wireless communications for stationary ground base
stations and embedded control for UAV drones. More specifically, the flying base station’s user-
dependent positioning, its battery-constrained power, and the dynamic and distributed operations
cause vulnerabilities that are distinct from those in 5G and previous-generation mobile networking
with stationary ground base stations. This paper reviews the relevant security research from the
perspectives of communications (mobile computing, 5G networking, and distributed computing)
and embedded/control systems (UAV vehicular positioning and battery control) and then identifies
the security gaps and new issues emerging for flying base stations. Through this review paper, we
inform readers of flying base station research, development, and standardization for future mobile
and 6G networking.

Keywords: security; telecommunications networking; 5G networking; 6G networking; base station;
UAV drone; distributed networking

1. Introduction

Mobility has traditionally been implemented and enabled for the mobile user. How-
ever, recent research and proposals introduce mobility to the telecommunications network
service provider infrastructure. The unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) drone-based flying
base station (called UxNB in 3rd Generation Partnership Project or 3GPP [1,2]) improves
the telecommunications connectivity provision. While the traditional stationary terrestrial
base station has a fixed cell for its connectivity coverage, the flying base station’s mobility
and its strategic location for connectivity enable more flexible, dynamic, and adaptive
connectivity coverage. The flying base station can also improve the channel quality to the
mobile user by approaching or securing the line-of-sight path to the mobile user (which
is especially important for mmWave communications, which do not penetrate physical
barriers as well as lower-band communications). The improved connectivity coverage and
communication channels enable greater bandwidth/data rates and reduced latency for
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the next-generation wireless applications, including sensor applications (e.g., surveillance,
personal, body, and environmental monitoring) and those based on holographic and haptic
operations (e.g., virtual reality/VR or augmented reality/AR).

Securing a UAV flying base station is critical because it is a part of the cellular service
provider infrastructure and the mobile users rely on it for connectivity. Its disruption and
manipulation represent high security risks, as our everyday lives increasingly depend on
reliable connectivity. In addition, the advancements and developments in wireless/mobile
implementations, including software-defined radio (SDR) and open-source mobile net-
working softwares such as srsRAN, reduce the threat implementation barrier and increase
the attack feasibility (even though these enabler tools and technologies provide longer-term
benefits in securing the system, including improving the transparency, vendor interoperabil-
ity, and security awareness). We therefore treat the networking provider infrastructure as a
critical infrastructure and focus on the integrity of flying base station operations (execution
is as designed, and the unauthorized attackers cannot manipulate or change the protocol
execution) and availability (the connectivity is provided when needed and requested).

The UAV drone flying base station system combines a telecommunications base
station (for its application and purpose of connectivity provision) and UAV drone (for
mobility implementation and control). While there has been research and development
to secure the component technologies of the flying base station system (communications
for base station, embedded control for UAV drone, and distributed computing for the base
station’s coexistence with other base stations and the rest of the infrastructure), research
and developments taking a systems approach to secure the flying base station as a system
have been lacking. In this review paper, we therefore identify the unique properties of a
flying base station distinct from its component technologies, review the related research
in the component technologies (based on which we can draw the initial reference designs
for the security solutions before adapting and advancing them for flying base station), and
discuss future work directions. We envision that this paper will inform, encourage, and
facilitate further research to advance the security of flying base stations.

This review paper surveys the existing research literature on UAV flying base station
security, identifies research gaps for the flying base station system built on its component
technologies, and informs readers about future research directions. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first review paper focusing on the security of UAV flying base
stations. Wang et al. [3] use UAV to enable physical-layer security but lack the systems
approach, i.e., they do not consider the flying base station system aspects of UAV/drone
control, battery, and digital security. Other survey or review papers focus on the individual
component technology or lack a security focus, e.g., UAV/drone sensing and monitoring
(e.g., [4,5]), communications to enable UAV/drone operations (e.g., [6,7]), the security of
UAV drones (e.g., [8–11]), security of wireless communications, and security of wireless
and mobile applications (e.g., [12,13]).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the telecommuni-
cations networking background involving base stations focusing on the most recent 5G
New Radio (NR) standardized protocol. Our treatment of the background information on
telecommunications is brief and of a high level as we describe those factors needed for
flying base station research as opposed to providing significantly longer and more detailed
coverage of the 5G NR protocol. Section 3 discusses the unique properties of a UAV flying
base station distinct from its component technologies of a stationary ground base station
and UAV drone, which establishes the focuses of this review paper. Based on the unique
properties and the component technologies of the stationary ground base station and UAV
drone, Section 4 reviews the security research in base station control communication secu-
rity, authentication and cryptography (the digital security mechanisms), mobility control
security (traditionally been studied in embedded, cyber-physical, and vehicular systems),
battery integrity security, and distributed network security. Section 5 discusses future work
to facilitate and encourage future research and development to secure flying base stations.
Section 6 concludes this paper.
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2. Mobile Networking Background

This paper focuses on the most recent 5G New Radio protocol as standardized and
specified by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [14–16]. 3GPP standardizes
and specifies the technologies for the radio access, backend core network, and service
capabilities for mobile telecommunications, thus guiding mobile networking research and
development and enabling interoperability between the different cellular service provider
services. While 6G’s protocol design and standardization are currently ongoing, 5G will
provide a building base for 6G as 6G will inherit most of the existing technologies, including
those described in this section.

Section 2.1 provides a high-level overview of the current mobile networking focusing
on 5G, including the different protocol steps for the wireless/RF communication channel
setup vs. the digital setup and the critical messages and identifiers/credentials used for
the channel setup (which can become the targets for security protection in future security
research). Building on the 5G architecture, Section 2.2 describes the incorporation of the
UAV flying base station to the 5G architecture.

2.1. Existing Telecommunications Networking Protocol: 3GPP Standardization Protocol and User
vs. Base Station vs. Core Network

The connectivity provider infrastructure to provide connectivity to the mobile user in-
cludes the base station, the core network, and the intermediate routers/switches (which
forward the networking packets across the physical distances after the base station). The
lower row in Figure 1 depicts these entities from the user (left) to the cloud (right), where
those between the base station and the core network are within the cellular service provider in-
frastructure. Beyond the core network is outside of the cellular service provider infrastructure
and relies on the collaborations and agreements with other service provider entities.

User Base Station Core Network Remote/Cloud

UAV Base Station

Figure 1. Telecommunications networking architecture and entities, including the UAV flying base
station in the upper row.

The base station connects to the mobile user wirelessly and serves as the bridge
gateway to transition to the wireless communications for the mobile users in telecom-
munications networking. Because the mobile user uses a wireless communication link,
while the networking from the base station to the internet and cloud are in the form of
wired communications, the base station serves as the gateway between wireless vs. wired
networking. The user and the base station communicate via radio-frequency (RF) wireless
communications, while communication from the base station to the core network and
then to the cloud is via wired communications involving other nodes such as routers
and switches. Therefore, the base station is the first and the last hop to the mobile users
communicating in RF. Beyond the base station, the core network is responsible for much
of the digital processing to set up the connectivity services to the mobile user, including
user registration, security setup, and service as well as access control. The communications
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and packets from the user are processed by the core network before it leaves, e.g., to the
public internet.

Figure 2 describes the logical interactions for the control communications between the
user, base station, and core network. The brief description abstracts from the telecommuni-
cations implementations and details from [14–16] and focuses on the information needed to
understand this review paper. The user and the base station require radio resource control
(RRC) and a wireless channel for setting up the RF wireless communications, where the
communication resources are shared with multiple other users coexisting in the nearby air
medium. The RRC begins with the broadcasting messages by the base stations, including
the master information block (MIB) and system information block (SIB). The MIB and SIB
messages are publicly broadcasted and advertised as the base station is a public entity
for serving the cellular connectivity, often serving a large number of mobile users freely
entering and exiting the cell. Receiving and decoding the MIB and SIB enable the mobile
user to attach to the base station and set up a communication channel, resulting in the
user-dedicated cell radio network temporary identifier (C-RNTI). This wireless channel
setup is followed by digital control including the registration and authentication verifica-
tion as well as the security setup between the user and the core network. From the user
and (universal) subscriber identity module (SIM or USIM) registration (which occur in
advance before the user activation to receive the connectivity service and not drawn in
Figure 2), the core network derives the mobile subscriber identification number (MSIN)
and the more temporary ID of the temporary mobile subscription identifier (TMSI) and
shares that with the user and the base station. The MSIN is not communicated in plain-text
and rather is processed by an encryption function E, thus exchanging E(MSIN). Afterward,
the user can use the established RF and digital channel for data communications and
networking applications.

Figure 2. Control communication protocol interactions between the user, base station, and core
network to set up the data channel.

2.2. Incorporating Flying Base Station

Sixth-generation networking introduces the UAV flying base stations to improve the
base station coverage and the channel link qualities to mobile users. As is typical with
new technologies in mobile networking, the incorporation of the flying base station to
mobile networking should support backward-compatibility to the 5G networks described in
Section 2.1. For example, a flying base station can provide the connectivity service even if
the mobile user only supports 5G or even lower-generation telecommunications, e.g., 2G for
emergency applications.
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Figure 1 therefore builds on the traditional cellular/5G architecture (lower row) and
introduces the flying base station (upper row). In Figure 1, the flying base station connects
to the mobile user and to the stationary ground base station (to access the backend and
the internet), and these communications are in wireless/RF communications, as drawn
in dotted arrow lines. While mobile, the flying base station connects to the stationary
ground base station to access the rest of the network. In addition, the flying base station can
sometimes connect directly to the cellular provider infrastructure via a switch, e.g., when it
is recharging its battery, requiring physical connections as drawn in solid arrow lines.

The flying base station can be multiple physical entities (multiple flying base stations),
although drawn as one logical entity in Figure 1. These flying base stations can network
with each other (forming their own network) for coordination and connectivity-provision
control (involving ad hoc networking capabilities, e.g., flying ad hoc network or FANET),
while maintaining the connections with the rest of the connectivity provider infrastructure
including the ground base station. The collaborative network of flying base stations can
extend the connectivity range by forming a relay network.

The emerging flying base station has the purpose of serving connectivity to mobile
users, requiring connectivity in an on-demand basis or dynamically entering/exiting the
flying base station’s cellular range. To serve the public’s mobile devices, the flying base
station will be publicly accessible and broadcast and advertise RRC messages, similarly to
the stationary terrestrial base stations described in Section 2.1. This makes the flying base
station distinct from some other flying/UAV applications requiring privacy and/or having
dedicated communication targets.

3. UAV Flying Base Station Properties

A UAV flying base station combines the functionalities of a base station (to provide
the last-mile hop wireless communication link to the user equipment) and UAV drone (to
move its location). However, a UAV flying base station is distinguishable from each of
these underlying technologies and introduces novel security vulnerabilities and threats
previously unseen in stationary base stations and generic UAV drones.

3.1. Controlling Mobility and Positioning

A UAV flying base station implements the mobility functionality to better serve mobile
users, while the traditional base stations are stationary and have a fixed location. While this
mobility presents an opportunity to better serve the user (approaching the user for greater
channel reliability and data communication rate/bandwidth), it also presents unique
engineering problems and risks. Because flying base station research and development is
in its infancy, its user-dependent mobility control is new.

Security implications: New security risks can involve a malicious user, including those
violating the integrity of the positioning control, to misplace the base station and launch
a denial-of-service (DoS) of the base station’s connectivity provision. The vulnerabilities
for such security threats are due to the mobility capability of the flying base stations and
therefore do not apply to the stationary base stations.

3.2. Operation on Battery

Because the UAV flying base station is mobile and cannot afford wired connections
hindering its mobility, a UAV flying base station operates on the battery energy resource
to supply the electrical power supply. The UAV flying base station requires the battery
energy for both its connectivity provision (i.e., it cannot support the connectivity to the
user if it does not have electrical energy) and its mobility (move and re-position its location
to improve the connectivity provision to the mobile user), as depicted in Figure 3. Because
of the battery’s finite energy amount, the flying base station operation requires regular
re-charging when the battery is running low in energy. The re-charging phases interfere
with the flying base station operations because of the fixed locations of the recharging
stations, reducing the flying base station to stationary base station operations.
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Security implications: Such finite resources in battery energy and their direct impact on
the connectivity provision lead to vulnerabilities against battery-draining DoS threats. In
addition to the more traditional DoS channels focusing on networking bandwidth and
processing resources, the battery energy provides a new channel for the DoS attacker to
interfere with and disrupt the base station operations. Because the battery/energy resource
is shared by both the base-station communication and the drone mobility, as depicted
in Figure 3, there are greater DoS vulnerabilities than having either communication or
mobility but not both. For example, the attacker manipulating the base station location can
trigger greater power consumption for the signal transmission; requiring greater reliability
and jamming resistance can incur greater bandwidth and thus power consumption, e.g.,
the code-division multiple access (CDMA) spread spectrum; and bogus injection messages
can cause greater re-charging, disabling the optimal control of the mobility and location of
the base station.

Figure 3. Flying base station control parameters affecting its power consumption. The UAV flying
base station shares the power from a singular source of a battery to support multiple functionalities
of the UAV drone (movement) and the base station (wireless communication).

3.3. Providing Communication and Connectivity to Users

The generic UAV drones have many applications and purposes, including sensing and
collecting information and the delivery/moving of physical objects. The generic UAV drones
typically use communications to facilitate and optimize their goals (communications for UAV);
they are the beneficiary of communication service provider infrastructure, assuming the
mobile user’s role in cellular architecture. In contrast, the UAV flying base station’s goal and
purpose is to provide connectivity and networking to the users (UAV for communications)
and is a part and enabler of the communication service provider infrastructure.

Security implications: Due to the networking application’s reliance on the communica-
tions and networking provided by the cellular infrastructure (including the UAV flying
base station), the flying base station has significant security risks, i.e., the integrity and
availability threats on its operations have significant impacts.

3.4. Involving Distributed and Edge Computing

A UAV flying base station is inherently smaller than the stationary terrestrial base
station because of its mobility and battery requirements. The smaller size and the energy
constraint of a flying base station limits the number of users that a flying base station can
serve, compared to a stationary terrestrial base station, which in turn increases the number
of flying base stations on the edge and reduces the cell coverage size per base station. The
architecture and control involving a group of base stations require greater sophistication
on the networking edge and involve greater distributed computing and networking to
enable dynamic, adaptive, and agile control for the improved connectivity provision of base
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stations. Therefore, flying base station control involves distributed networking to support
the ad hoc and peer-to-peer networking, in addition to the centralized backhaul-accessible
networking. Such capabilities forgoing the centralized backhaul networking can enable
networking redundancy to control the flying base station operations (so that the flying base
station control and operations have higher reliability) and can implement wireless relay to
enable greater geographical coverage for the connectivity.

Security implications: The dynamic, flexible, and ad hoc communications to control the
flying base stations’ operations are high-risk communications because such operations
are high-impact and mission-critical. The failure of such communications in terms of
availability and integrity can disable and disrupt the cellular connectivity provision to the
user. Therefore, the flying base station’s communications present a higher security risk
than many other UAV ad hoc communication applications.

4. Related Work
4.1. Base Station Control Communication Security

The base station provides connectivity to many users utilizing multiple-antenna/MIMO
and channelization/multiplexing technologies (where the channels coexist but are separate
in frequency, time, code, and/or space-direction) and the medium access control (MAC)
protocol (which sets up and synchronizes such wireless channel resources to use for data
communications across multiple users). Previous research secured the integrity of the
MAC and control communications for the availability of data channel resources, which
is especially important because the DoS on the flying base station’s channel resources
can disrupt and disable the channel connectivity to the other legitimate users. Such
research includes securing MAC protocol and radio-control handshaking in the dynamic
and sophisticated dynamic spectrum environment against the channel control against
insider, credential-compromising, and dynamic jamming [17–19], against MAC injection
and handshaking-manipulating threats [20,21], and against the threats on channel-state-
information (CSI) feedback [22,23]. While these research use models are abstracted from
the 5G protocol details and generally applicable to wireless communications, the threats
apply to the concrete protocols of 5G NR RRC protocol standardized by 3GPP [24–26].
However, the research solutions for securing the specific 5G RRC protocol between the
user and the base station have been lacking; rather, the 5G security research has focused on
incorporating and implementing security on the backend core network beyond the base
station, e.g., [27–30].

4.2. Authentication and Cryptography

Telecommunications networking, including 5G NR by 3GPP, includes digital security
protection mechanisms both for key establishment and the security functionality derivations
based on that. In contrast to the research in Section 4.1, these digital security mechanisms
are implemented after the RRC/radio channel establishment and after the core network is
involved to verify the user registration. In 5G, the USIM described in Section 2.1 includes
the core network’s public key in advance, i.e., when it registers for the cellular service
and before the user gets activated for receiving the connectivity service. These security
functionalities relying on the established public key (as the root of digital security) include
the standard cryptographic techniques, including Diffie–Hellman Key Exchange to agree
on the symmetric keys, the use of the symmetric key for message authentication code
(MAC) for source/transmitter and message authentications, the symmetric encryption for
message confidentiality, and pseudo-random number generation for random TMSI and
nonces. In addition to the digital credentials for authentication, e.g., the core network’s
public key, previous research has suggested physical-layer and radio-based authentication
credentials against malicious users [31–33].

Another threat model against base station security involves the attacker compromising
or acting as the base station (as opposed to a user), hence acting as a malicious or rogue
base station [34–36]. Previous research studied such malicious and rogue base station
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threats in the standardized cellular/telecommunications protocols, including attacks on
the authentication and key agreement (AKA) [37], bidding-down to the less-secure 2G/3G
protocol [38], and SMS phishing attacks [39,40]. Despite the known threats of malicious
and rogue base stations, the defense solutions have been relatively lacking although recent
research has proposed secure bootstrapping with a newly encountered base station based
on incorporating cryptographic techniques in the 5G/4G RRC phases [41,42].

4.3. Mobility Control Security

The mobility control of a UAV flying base station relies on location and position
awareness. The flying base station utilizes its component technology of a UAV/drone to
provide mobility, as discussed in Section 1. For a flying base station building on a UAV
drone, because of its purpose of serving the users, the mobility control depends on the
flying base station’s relative location to the user. For example, the flying base station moves
to the line-of-sight path and closer to the user equipment to provide better wireless channel
quality. Misplacing the flying base stations or the UAVs, e.g., via GPS spoofing [43–45],
can disrupt the UAV flying base station’s operations by triggering abnormally frequent
battery re-charging [11,46]. To counter such misplacement and to defend the relative
location integrity, previous research has included securing ranging to measure the distance
between the nodes against signal-injection threats [47,48], including advancing distance
or time-of-arrival measurements for ranging [49,50] and the detection of the distance-
manipulation/DoS threats [51–53].

4.4. Battery Integrity Security

Unlike a stationary terrestrial base station, the UAV base station operates on battery
energy. The battery energy introduces a unique denial-of-service (DoS) vulnerability,
beyond targeting the more traditional networking and computing resources (such as those
exhausting the networking bandwidth or the networking connections/states), which can be
exploited by an energy-targeting DoS threat to drain the battery. Previous research includes
battery-depletion DoS threat studies against drones or UAVs [11,46,54–56], which are
especially related to our work in the hardware platform (flying base station is based on the
UAV drone for mobility control and implementation). Because the mobility is constrained
to the battery re-charging stations, disrupting the optimal connectivity provision, a DoS
can disrupt the availability of the flying base station’s operations. The battery-draining
DoS has been more widely been studied in other wireless computing/networking contexts
(wireless applications beyond the flying base station control), including in implantable
medical/health devices [12,57,58], wireless charging [59,60], and standardized protocols of
WiFi and Bluetooth [59–62].

4.5. Distributed Networking Security

Adding distributed, ad hoc, peer-to-peer networking capabilities beyond the central-
ized backend-infrastructure-accessible networking can enable greater connectivity coverage
and implement redundancy in controlling the flying base stations to improve the connec-
tivity provision reliability, as described in Section 3.4. Previous research studied the flying
ad hoc network (FANET) or UAV ad hoc network to implement communications between
the UAV drones, e.g., [63–65].

The Blockchain can also enable the secure dissemination of security-critical informa-
tion to secure integrity and message authenticity against base-station threats. These threats
are described in Section 4.2 although in a more centralized environment. The Blockchain
can replace the centralized key management to enable/share the networking root of trust
(from which other security functionalities and properties can be derived). Blockchain-
based designs have implemented distributed key management and establishment in other
computing/networking applications, e.g., general digital networking [66–69], vehicular
communications [70,71], electronic voting system [72,73], and software-defined networking
or SDN [74–76]. The previous research can provide initial building references for designing
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such solutions for the applications of securing ground/terrestrial and flying base stations.
More specifically, as demonstrated by the previous research in other computing applica-
tions, the Blockchain can be used for the following security purposes: disseminating the
public key while replacing the centralized-server-based public-key infrastructure (PKI) to
authenticate the base station; identifying/detecting a malicious or rogue base station; and
using the public-key to construct channels with message authenticity (e.g., the Blockchain
can be used to securely disseminate the core network’s public key, which can be used for
the source integrity protection of the delivery of the core-network generated credentials,
such as E(MSIN) or TMSI in Section 2.1).

5. Future Work Discussions
5.1. Systems Approach and Building on the Component Technologies

Section 4 describes the security research into the component technologies of the UAV
flying base station (Section 1 surveys the review or survey articles of the component tech-
nologies to distinguish our contributions from them). While the previous research can
provide the bases for securing flying base stations in principle, security solutions support-
ing the unique challenges and characteristics of future flying base stations require further
work. This also requires a systems approach with an understanding of how the different
components and requirements affect all of the security solutions. For example, an effective
security solution can introduce overheads prohibitive for the flying base station system
(such as delaying the RRC, introducing additional vulnerabilities for DoS, or requiring
frequent re-charging of the battery) to limit its utility and practicality. Furthermore, the
security challenges can be prioritized differently because of the new security impact im-
plications introduced by the flying base station operations, e.g., a flying base station has
severe and critical impact implications because of the telecommunications mobile users’
reliance on the base station.

5.2. Prototype Implementation

Prototype implementation can inform and enable the systems approach described
in Section 5.1. The implementation-based approach can expand our understanding of
the system beyond the theoretical models and thus improve the practicality and utility
of the system modeling. This is especially important for the UAV flying base station,
which is a relatively novel concept and is currently undergoing engineering development,
dynamically affecting our knowledge of the system.

For such research benefits, we built a UAV flying base station prototype based on a DJI
Matrice 300 RTK drone for the mobility functionality and USRP B210 software-defined radio
for the base station functionality. Figure 4 shows the hardwares and the corresponding
simulated entities in 5G networking for our prototype. From left to right (loosely), the
UAV flying base station connects to the stationary ground/terrestrial base station (the
traditional base station), which in turn connects to the core network at the backend, as
described in the 5G architecture in Figure 1. Our prototype also includes a monitoring
system for digital networking analysis. The ground base station and the core network
are connected via a switch, not shown in Figure 4. We plan to use such a prototype to
better model the flying base station system and validate and test our security solutions.
For example, based on a preliminary prototype-based study, for a rotor-based drone, the
hovering operation dominates the lateral movements of the drone in energy, and most of the
power consumption from the hovering operation is significantly larger than the marginal
power consumption from adding lateral movement. We only made this observation after
our prototype implementation, and the observation informed our modeling and research
afterward. The observation also motivates the flying base station to land while serving as a
base station as frequently as possible (as opposed to hovering in the air) and discretize and
separate between the movement vs. stationary phases due to the overhead of launching
itself into the air (as opposed to hovering and moving continuously).
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Figure 4. Our prototype implementation of UAV flying base station.

5.3. Flying Base Station for Security Opportunities

While this paper reviews the issues and gaps that challenge the security of flying base
stations, flying base stations can provide unique opportunities to aid the security of base
station operation. Such opportunities include advancing channel reliability and jamming
resiliency by using the mobility of the flying base station, using the line-of-sight path
securing to provide additional security properties (which can especially be important for
mmWave communications as it gets block on the physical barriers), improving reliability
by jointly processing the communications with line-of-sight sensing, and creating unique
physical-layer signatures based on the mobility and the corresponding channel variations.

5.4. Hardening the Infrastructure and Ecosystem

Hardening the ecosystem including the rest of the connectivity-provision infrastruc-
ture (e.g., the backend core network, the stationary terrestrial base station, the other UAV
flying base stations, the LEO satellite or HAPS base station) can improve reliability and se-
curity. The connectivity-provision infrastructure system can provide redundancy coverage
and connectivity to mitigate the DoS threat and continue to provide availability/service to
users by utilizing other base stations and by forming a service-provision network of base
stations. For example, a mobile user can select between a flying base station and a stationary
terrestrial base station, or a mobile user can have two flying base stations available.

5.5. Transition to Standardization and Practice

The telecommunications networking R&D prioritizes standardization for the imple-
mentation compatibility and interoperability across the vendors and the mobile service
providers, c.f., OpenRAN. Securing the UAV flying base stations in 6G standardization
facilitates the transition from security/engineering research to practice, as the standardiza-
tion enables the compatibility with the systems/application requirements and drives the
incorporation to the current practices and implementations. Therefore, the standardization
incorporation of flying base station security research and the research community’s effort
to facilitate such incorporation remains an important future direction.

5.6. Security by Design

A UAV flying base station is a relatively new concept, and its prototypes and protocols
are currently being developed. 3GPP introduces the notion (termed UxNB base station) and
its requirements [1,2] but lacks the concrete standardization of the protocol and operations.
Because the flying base station protocols are under development and a concrete and
well-adopted protocol is lacking (anticipated for the upcoming 6G standardization), we
encourage researchers to being addressing the misplacement threat and securing the flying
base station against it. Practicing security by design and embedding security mechanisms
during UAV-flying-base-station protocol design and standardization can enable security
properties that would be more difficult if the protocol were already fixed and the security
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built as an afterthought. Security by design can also reduce the mechanisms’ overheads
compared to having to build modular, wrap-around security mechanisms after the rest
of the functionality and performance mechanisms have been fixed. This review paper
motivates such security-by-design practices as the UAV flying base stations are developed
and standardized.

6. Conclusions

This paper intends to motivate and inform further research and development to
secure the availability and integrity of UAV flying base station operations. We therefore
identify the unique properties of the flying base station while describing and building
on its component technologies, including the traditional telecommunications networking
(including the stationary ground base station), UAV drone, embedded and battery control,
authentication, and distributed networking. We review the related literature in securing
the component technologies that would be especially useful in addressing the unique
properties and the corresponding gaps for securing the flying base station. This paper
ends with discussions of future works to facilitate future research and highlights important
remaining challenges to secure UAV flying base stations. The future research directions
highlighted in this review paper include taking a systems approach to study the security
of the flying base station and its surrounding infrastructure, practicing and incorporating
security-by-design as the flying base station technology is developed, using the flying
base station for security opportunities, and transitioning to practice, implementations,
and standardization.
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